13th Asia-Pacific-Euro Summer School on Smart Structures Technology

July 12 – August 1, 2020

@ Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana, USA

Open to graduate students and post-doctoral researchers in smart structures and related disciplines.

Contact us: apess2020@purdue.edu
A limited number of **Scholarships** are available to reduce the cost. Those attending APESS for the 1st time may apply.

**Important Dates:**
- Application Opens: **January 7, 2020**
- Application Deadline: **March 1, 2020**
- Application Decisions: **March 10, 2020**
- Registration Open & VISA Letters Available: **March 10, 2020**
- Registration Deadline: **April 15, 2020**

---

**Organizing Committee**
Shirley J. Dyke, Mohammad Jahanshahi, Andres Arrieta, Alana Lund, Herta Montoya, Yu-Ting Huang, Xiaoyu Liu, Aman Thakkar

Contact us: apess2020@purdue.edu